
PAPER TABLE RUNNERS

Check out our paper table runner selection for the very best in unique or custom, handmade pieces from our party
dÃ©cor shops.

Use our transparent and semi-transparent fabrics such as voile, organza, and new palette if you still want to let
some of the light through. If you want to produce a more authentic look, go for a cotton or velvet runner.
Made of cotton, mesh, paper, or polyester that looks like linen or jute, these decorative runners give any table
the wow factor. These requirements are met by Mank table products, because they are made of fabric-like
Airlaid and can also be easily used in the sophisticated food service sector. Besides our runners, we offer
tablecloths and place mats that are wholly in line with your style. You also have a wide choice when it comes
to finishings for table runners, including runners with a cut, decorative, or hemmed edge. So restaurateurs and
hoteliers can redesign their table top area according to the season and also those special wishes of customers
will no longer be a problem. As a retailer of food service products, we provide you with an extensive product
portfolio with a variety that provides the perfect table top design for every food service concept. In addition,
you can choose seasonal designs for your table runner in the seasonal catalogues for spring, autumn and
winter. All motifs of our designer table runners are designed with great attention to detail and artistic
competence - an attribute which is reflected in the quality of the motifs. Banners and fabrics such as room
dividers, curtains, and wall decoration Our beautiful banners are finished at the top and bottom with a 4-cm
tunnel, so that you can easily hang them up. Airlaid table runner - a successful product For a long time,
napkins, table runners and the like have not had to be made of cloth in order to offer your guests comfort. With
Mank table top products you convey a special value that the customer will appreciate. As a room divider, wall,
or window decoration, runners and banners bring a splash of colour to any interior. Come dine with me! Our
2. Hang a banner on the ceiling to give a space the right vibes and create the perfect backdrop in your shop
window or shop in no time at all. You can choose table runners in widths of 28 to 40 centimetres and lengths
of 2. The offer is completed by a wide selection of solid colours - whether orange table runners, natural table
runners or blue napkins and table runners - the 24 colours in the solid colour product range leave nothing to be
desired. Therefore, these table runners are suitable for food service and hotels and also meet up to
sophisticated demands. At Mank, paper table runners, reasonably priced and high quality, are made of high
quality Airlaid which is fabric-like in its structure and grip. Table runner or placemat - there are many ways to
make the table top area appealing. Table runners and napkins by Mank are always available in matching
designs and can also be combined with many solid colours. To create more romantic decorations, you can use
an organza table runner or a lace mat. For a more room-darkening effect, try out cotton jute, satin, or cotton
banner or runner. Ask for your catalogue now and discover the diversity of the design of Mank table runners!
Depending on tastes and styles, restaurateurs can offer their customers shabby table runners, oriental table
runners or communion table runners, as well as many other motif themes. In the outdoor area too, the tables
can be embellished with Mank outdoor table runners for beer gardens and terraces. Use our table runners
instead of a tablecloth, two next to each other, as a pad, or cut to size as place mats. Whether maritime table
runners, chequered table runners or striped table runners - the selection is huge and leaves nothing to be
desired. Our table runners are an intelligent service tool, because they can be shortened flexibly and can be
placed both transversely and longitudinally.


